Welcome to pre-WWII Germany. In Secret Hitler, players German
politicians attempting to hold a fragile Liberal government
together and stem the rising tide of fascism. Watch out though there are secret fascists among you, and someone is Secret
Hitler.

OV ERVI EW
At the beginning of the game, each player is secretly assigned to
one of three roles: Liberal, Fascist, or Hitler. Hitler plays for
the fascist team, and the fascists know who Hitler is, but most
of the time Hitler does not know who his fellow fascists are. The
Liberals don’t know who anyone is.
The liberals win by enacting five liberal policies or killing
Hitler. The fascists win by enacting six fascist policies, or if
Hitler is elected chancellor late in the game.
As Fascist policies are enacted, the government becomes more
powerful and the President gains new powers. Even liberal players
may find themselves tempted to enact fascist policies that help
them control the table and assassinate their enemies.

OBJ ECT
Every player is secretly on the Liberal team or the Fascist team.
The game ends in a Liberal Victory if either:
> Five liberal policies are enacted.
> Hitler is assassinated.
The game ends in a Fascist Victory if either:
> Six fascist policies are enacted.
> Hitler wins an election as chancellor any time after the
third fascist policy has been enacted.

SE T UP
Select the Fascist Track that corresponds to the number of
players and place it next to a Liberal Track (there’s an
identical Liberal track on the back of every Fascist track).
Shuffle the 11 Fascist policy mini-cards and the 6 Liberal
mini-policy cards into a single policy deck and place the deck
face down on the DRAW card.
You’ll need an envelope for each player, and each envelope should
contain a Secret Role card, a corresponding Party Membership
card, and two Ballot cards. Use the table below to determine the
correct distribution of Roles.

PL AYER S #

5

6

7

8

9

10

Liberals

3

4

4

5

5

6

Fascists

1+H

1+H

2+H

2+H

3+H

3+H

Once the envelopes have been filled, be sure to shuffle them so
each player’s role is a secret to everyone else! Each player
should get one envelope selected at random.
Make sure you have the correct number of ordinary fascists in
addition to Hitler!
�

Once each player has been dealt a Role card and has looked at his
Role card in secret, randomly select the first President. Pass
the President both the Presidency and Chancellorship placards.
For games of 5-6 players, give the following directions to all
players:
“Everybody close your eyes.”
“Fascist and Hitler, open your eyes and acknowledge each
other. ”
[Take a long pause]
“Everyone close your eyes and put your hands down.”
“Everyone can open your eyes. If anyone is confused or
something went wrong, please tell the group now.”
For games of 7-10 players, give the following directions to all
players:
“Everybody close your eyes and extend your hand into a fist
in front of you.”
“Hitler - keep your eyes closed but put your thumb out into
a thumbs-up gesture.”
“All fascists who are NOT Hitler should open their eyes and
acknowledge each other.”
“Fascists, take note of who has extended his or her thumb that player is Hitler.”
[Take a long pause]
“Everyone close your eyes and put your hands down.”
“Everyone can open your eyes. If anyone is confused or
something went wrong, please tell the group now.”

G AME PLAY
Secret Hitler is played in rounds. Each round has an Election to
form a government, a Legislative Session to enact a new policy,
and an Executive Action to exercise governmental power.

E LECTI ON
You must choose a government to steer the country forward, but
weigh the information you have carefully! if power falls into the
wrong hands, it can spell disaster for the entire nation.
1. PASS THE PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDACY
At the beginning of a new round, the Presidency placard moves
clockwise to the next player, even if that player was in the last
successfully elected government. This player is the new
Presidential Candidate.
2. NOMINATE A CHANCELLOR
The Presidential Candidate chooses a Chancellor Candidate by
passing the Chancellorship placard to any other eligible player.
Players who enacted the last policy are not eligible to be
Chancellor Candidate.
[NB: In a five-player game, only the last active Chancellor is
ineligible to be Chancellor Candidate; the last President may be
nominated. In all other games, neither the last President nor the
last Chancellor may be nominated.]
3. VOTE ON THE GOVERNMENT
Once the Presidential Candidate has chosen a Chancellor
Candidate, the whole table (including the Candidates) votes on
the proposed government. Players indicate readiness to vote by
extending their chosen Ballot card in front of them; discussion
continues until every player is read to vote. Once every player
is ready to vote, reveal your Ballot cards simultaneously so that
everyone can see how you voted.

If more than 50% of the group votes ja!, the Presidential
Candidate and Chancellor Candidate become the President and
Chancellor respectively.
If three or more fascist policies have already been enacted, ask
the new Chancellor if he is Hitler; if he is Hitler, he reveals
himself and the game immediately ends in a Fascist victory.
Otherwise, proceed to the Legislative Session.
If the vote is a tie, or if most players vote nein!, the
Presidency placard moves clockwise to the next player and the
election tracker is advanced by one election.
Election Tracker: If the group rejects three governments in a
row, a frustrated populace takes matters into its own hands.
Reveal the policy on top of the Policy Draw Deck and enact it.
Any power granted by this policy is ignored, but all players
become eligible to hold the office of Chancellor for the next
Election.
Reset the Election Tracker after a policy is enacted by the
populace or a government is successfully elected.

LE GI SLATIV E SESS I O N
The newly formed government must carefully navigate the demands
of a restless populace, but watch them closely! Some governments
catch a bad break, others take advantage of confusion to advance
their agenda.
The President draws the top three cards from the Policy deck,
looks at them in secret, and discards one Policy face down into
the discard pile. He passes the remaining two cards to the
Chancellor, who looks in secret, discards one Policy card face
down, and enacts the remaining Policy card by placing it face up
on the corresponding track.
The sanctity of the legislative session is of the utmost
importance! Once it begins with the President drawing three
Policy cards, the members of the government should be silent
until a policy has been enacted; then they are free to share (or
lie about) the details of the session. Remember, one or both of

them may be Fascists attempting to deceive the group.
Discarded policy cards should never be revealed to the group: you
must rely on the word of the President and Chancellor, who are
free to LIE.
If there are fewer than three cards remaining in the Policy deck
at the end of a legislative session, shuffle them with the
discard pile to create a new Policy deck. Unused policies should
never be revealed, and they should not be simply placed on top of
the new Policy deck.
If the government enacts a Liberal policy or a Fascist policy
that grants no Presidential Power, begin a new round with a new
Election. If the government enacts a Fascist Policy that grants
an Presidential Power, proceed to the Executive Action.

E XECUTIV E ACTI O N
Whether by fate or choice, the government has moved the country
closer to Fascism and granted the President new powers to enforce
his agenda.
The President is free to solicit input from whomever, and the
group is free to offer whatever input it wants, but the final
decision falls to the President alone. After the President takes
an Executive Action, a new round begins with a new Election.

P RESID ENTI AL P OW E RS
Look at the Fascist Track to determine which Presidential Power,
if any, has been granted to the President. The President must use
power granted to him.
INVESTIGATE LOYALTY
The President investigates another player who has not yet
been investigated by saying “I formally investigate [player
name]”; that player passes his Party Membership Card (not
his Secret Role Card) to the President, who checks that

player’s loyalty in secret and then
returns the Membership Card to the player. The President may
share (or lie about!) the results of his investigation at
his discretion.
CALL SPECIAL ELECTION
The President chooses any other player at the table to be
the next Presidential Candidate by passing that player the
Presidency placard. That player nominates a Chancellor
Candidate and the election proceeds as usual. After a
Special Election, the Presidency returns to its original
order.
POLICY PEEK
The President secretly looks at the top three cards in the
Policy deck and then returns them to the top of the deck
without changing the order.
EXECUTION
The President executes one player at the table by saying “I
formally execute [player name].” If that player is Hitler,
he reveals his Role Card and the game ends in a Liberal
victory. If the executed player is not Hitler, he does not
reveal his role or his loyalty. He is removed from the game
and may not speak, vote, or run for office.
Veto Power: After five fascist policies have been enacted, the
Executive branch gains much broader power over which policies are
enacted. The President draws three policies, discards one, and
passes the remaining two to the Chancellor as usual. Then
Chancellor may, instead of enacting either policy, say “I wish to
veto this agenda.” If the President consents, both policies are
discarded and the Presidency placard passes to the left as usual.
If the President does not consent, the Chancellor must enact one
of the two policies handed to him.
Each use of the veto power represents an inactive government and
advances the election tracker by one.

STRATEGY NOTES
> Everyone should claim to be a liberal. Since the Liberal
team has a voting majority, it can easily shut out anyone
who reveals he is a fascist. Liberals who claim to be
fascists put their team at a significant disadvantage.
> Slow the game down and discuss every decision. Consider
what powers the president will gain if a fascist law is
enacted, and ask potential presidents how they’ll use their
powers. Liberals generally want to slow the game down to a
crawl and think about every vote and decision. Fascists
generally want to blow through the game and hope that the
group makes sloppy mistakes.
> Although they have a majority, it’s extremely hard for the
Liberals to win. They need to establish trust with one
another and use their voting power to prevent the fascists
from getting elected and using the special powers of the
President.
> Pay careful attention to the position of players around
the table and who’s going to be President next; you don’t
want to be forced into a situation where you have to vote
for a fascist ticket. The “special election” Presidential
power is very powerful - make sure it doesn’t fall into the
wrong hands!
> Fascists should find a way to secretly signal their
loyalty to Hitler - this could include nonverbal
communication or gameplay that protects Hitler.
> In most cases, Hitler will want to play as a staunch
liberal - that way, the group will be amenable to installing
him as Chancellor later in the game.
> Fascists want to investigate Hitler early and name him as
a liberal - this prevents a liberal President from outing
Hitler as a fascist.
> After the third Fascist policy has been enacted, the
Fascists are poised to win the game by getting Hitler
elected Chancellor. This is a very dangerous stage of the
game for the Liberal team - the only way to know
definitively if a player is Hitler is to elect them
Chancellor and see if the game ends.

> If a Fascist is president
when the “kill” power is activated, he can eliminate a
Lberal player under the guise of confusion. The Fascists can
win the game this way by gaining a voting majority and
installing Hitler as Chancellor, or by rejecting Candidates
until the board fills with fascist policies.

